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ABSTRACT

With the internet getting so popular data sharing and security of personal data has gain much more importance than before. Cloud provides an efficient way to outsource the data either online or offline but data security becomes one of the major issues in unreliable cloud environment. In this paper we have provided a brief review on all the different techniques and algorithms used for securing cloud data that is been addressed by existing authors of same domain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the most basic cloud-service model & according to the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force), providers of IaaS offer computers physical or (more often) virtual machines and other resources. To deploy their applications, cloud users install operating-system images and their application software on the cloud infrastructure. In this model, the cloud user patches and maintains the operating systems and the application software. Cloud providers typically bill IaaS services on a utility computing basis: cost reflects the amount of resources allocated and consumed.

Issues in Cloud IAAS Service

In past few years, cloud computing has grown to one of the fastest growing segments of IT industry. But this growth need cloud security to be intact. Below mentioned are few most important issues of cloud computing.

Privacy
Cloud computing utilizes virtual computing technology. In this, user’s personal data is kept on various virtual data centers which may cross international boundaries. This is where data privacy protection may face controversy of various legal systems. There might be few chances that un-legitimate user may leak hidden information, which in turns compromises privacy of data.

Security
Where is your data more secure, on your local hard driver or on high security servers in the cloud? Some argue that customer data is more secure when managed internally, while others argue that cloud providers have a strong incentive to maintain trust and as such employ a higher level of security. However, in the cloud, your data will be distributed over these individual computers regardless of where your base repository of data is ultimately stored. Industrious hackers can invade virtually any server, and there are the statistics that show that one-third of breaches result from stolen or lost laptops and other devices and from employees’ accidentally exposing data on the Internet, with nearly 16 percent due to insider theft.
Reliability

Servers in the cloud have the same problems as your own resident servers. The cloud servers also experience downtimes and slowdowns, what the difference is that users have a higher dependent on cloud service provider (CSP) in the model of cloud computing. There is a big difference in the CSP's service model, once you select a particular CSP, you may be locked-in, thus bring a potential business secure risk.

II. Literature Survey

There are many issues with current cloud and their architectures. Some of them are users are often tied with one cloud provider, computing components are tightly coupled, lack of SLA supports, lack of Multi-tenancy supports, Lack of Flexibility for User Interface. [4]

2.1 Cloud Computing Security: From Single to Multi-Clouds

One of the most important issues related to cloud security risks is data integrity. The data stored in the cloud may suffer from damage during transition operations from or to the cloud storage provider. Cachinet al. give examples of the risk of attacks from both inside and outside the cloud provider, such as the recently attacked Red Hat Linux’s distribution servers. Another example of breached data occurred in 2009 in Google Docs, which triggered the Electronic Privacy Information Centre for the Federal Trade Commission to open an investigation into Google's Cloud Computing Services. Another example of a risk to data integrity recently occurred in Amazon S3 where users suffered from data corruption. One of the results that they propose is to utilize a Byzantine flaw tolerant replication convention inside the cloud. Hendricks et al. express that this result can evade information defilement created by a few parts in the cloud. Then again, Cachinet al. assert that utilizing the Byzantine flaw tolerant replication convention inside the cloud is unsatisfactory because of the way that the servers having a place with cloud suppliers utilize the same framework establishments and are physically placed in the same spot. As per Garfinkel, an alternate security hazard that may happen with a cloud supplier, for example, the Amazon cloud administration, is a hacked secret key or information interruption. In the event that somebody gets access to an Amazon account secret key, they will have the capacity to get to the majority of the account's occasions and assets. This paper presents Byzantine flaw tolerant system but it is still vulnerable to dictionary attacks[1].

2.2 Ensuring Data Integrity And Security In Cloud

An alternate approach to secure the information utilizing diverse squeezing and encryption calculations and to conceal its area from the clients that stores and recovers it. The main contrast is that the framework introduced by Olfa Nasraoui is an application based framework like which will run on the customers own framework. This application will permit clients to transfer record of diverse organizations with security peculiarities including Encryption and Compression. The transferred records might be gotten to from anyplace utilizing the application which is given.

The security of the Olfa Nasraoui model has been investigation on the premise of their encryption calculation and the key administration. It has been watched that the encryption calculation have their own particular attributes; one calculation gives security at the expense of fittings, other is solid however utilizes more number of keys, one takes additionally handling time. This area demonstrates the different parameters which assumes a paramount part while selecting the cryptographic calculation. The Algorithm discovered most guaranteeing is AES Algorithm with 128 bit key size. The main disadvantage of this paper is the key size of AES which can be further extended to 256 bit [2].


2.3 Reliable Re-Encryption In Unreliable Clouds
An alternate methodology to secure distributed computing is for the information holder to store scrambled information in the cloud, and issue decoding keys to approved clients. At that point, when a client is renounced, the information manager will issue re-encryption orders to the cloud to re-scramble the information, to keep the disavowed client from decoding the information, and to produce new unscrambling keys to substantial clients, so they can keep on getting to the information. Then again, since a distributed computing environment is involved numerous cloud servers, such summons may not be gotten and executed by the majority of the cloud servers because of problematic system correspondences. This paper proposes a system which requires periodic key generation and re-encryption techniques which gives overhead of encrypting again and again therefore decreasing the throughput of the system [3].

2.4 Key-Aggregate Cryptosystem For Scalable Data Sharing In Cloud Storage
A principle gimmick of cloud is information offering. Cheng-Kang Chu, Sherman S. M. Chow, Wen-Guey Tzeng, Jianying Zhou, and Robert H. Deng demonstrate to safely, effectively, and adaptably impart information to others in distributed storage. We portray new open key cryptosystems which deliver steady size figure messages such that proficient assignment of unscrambling rights for any set of figure writings are conceivable. The curiosity is that one can total any set of mystery keys and make them as minimized as a solitary key, yet enveloping the force of every last one of keys being accumulated. At the end of the day, the mystery key holder can discharge a consistent size total key for adaptable decisions of figure content set in distributed storage, however the other encoded documents outside the set stay secret. This paper doesn’t provide any solution on how data will be stored in cloud. They just use visibility control to hide data from users [5].

2.5 Trusting The Cloud, Security in The Cloud
There are different examination challenges likewise there for embracing distributed computing, for example, generally oversaw administration level assertion (SLA), security, interoperability and dependability. This examination paper diagrams what distributed computing is, the different cloud models and the principle security dangers and issues that are at present inside the distributed computing industry. This exploration paper additionally investigates the key research and difficulties that shows in distributed computing and offers best practices to administration suppliers and also endeavors planning to power cloud administration to enhance their end result in this serious financial atmosphere. This paper addresses many different issues in cloud computing related to administration services [7].

2.6 Supporting Database Applications As A Service
Cloud based data storage systems have many complexities regarding critical/confidential/sensitive data of client. The trust required on Cloud storage is so far had been limited by users. The role of the paper is to grow confidence in Users towards Cloud based data storage. This paper handles key questions of the User about how data is uploaded on Cloud, maintained on cloud so that there is no data loss; data is available to only authorized User(s) as per Client/User requirement and advanced concepts like data recovery on disaster is applied [8].

2.7 Cloud Security: Attacks and Current Defenses
Gehana Booth, Andrew Soknacki, and Anil Somayaji introduced an abnormal state characterization of momentum research in distributed computing security. Dissimilar to past work, this characterization is composed around assault systems and relating resistances. Particularly, they plot a few risk models for distributed computing frameworks, talk about particular assault systems, and order proposed protections by how they address these models and counter these components. This examination highlights that, while there has been significant
exploration to date, there are still real dangers to distributed computing frameworks, for example, potential base trade off, that need to be better addressed. This paper addresses potential dangers that may arise in distributed computing [11].

2.8 Challenges In Securing The Interface Between The Cloud And Pervasive Systems

Brent Lagesse talk about a pervasive framework using distributed computing assets and issues that must be tended to in such a framework. In this framework, the client's cell phone can't generally have system access to influence assets from the cloud, so it must settle on canny choices about what information ought to be put away by regional standards and what courses of action ought to be run mainly. As an issue of these choices, the client gets to be defenseless against assaults while interfacing with the pervasive framework. The paper addresses an issue in distributed system while interfacing with the pervasive framework [12].

2.9 Cloud Hooks: Security And Privacy Issues In Cloud Computing

Wayne A. Jansen talked about Security and protection issues in cloud. In meteorology, the most ruinous additional tropical violent winds advance with the arrangement of a bowed back front and cloud head differentiated from the fundamental polar-front, making a snare that totally surrounds a pocket of warm air with colder air. The most harming winds happen close to the tip of the snare. The cloud snare development gives a helpful relationship to distributed computing, in which the most intense deterrents with outsourced administrations (i.e., the cloud snare) are security and protection issues. This paper distinguishes key issues, which are accepted to have long haul centrality in distributed computing security and protection, in view of archived issues and showed shortcomings [13].

2.10 Collaboration In Multicloud Computing Environments: Framework And Security Issues

Mukesh Singhal and Santosh Chandrasekhar proposed intermediary based multi-distributed computing schema permits alert, on the fly coordinated efforts and asset imparting among cloud-based administrations, tending to trust, strategy, and security issues without pre-established cooperation understandings or institutionalized interfaces. This paper doesn’t give any information on how to solve this issues [14].

2.11 Decentralized Access Control With Anonymous Authentication Of Data Stored In Clouds

Sushmita Ruj, Milos Stojmenovic, Amiya Nayak propose another decentralized access control plan for secure information stockpiling in mists, that backings nameless confirmation. In the proposed plan, the cloud confirms the genuineness of the without knowing the client's character before putting away information. Their plan likewise has the included gimmick of access control in which just substantial clients have the capacity decode the put away data [15].

2.12 Efficient Security Solution for Privacy-Preserving Cloud Services

Lukas Malina and Jan Hajny present a novel security protecting security answer for cloud administrations. They manage client unnamed access to cloud benefits and imparted stockpiling servers. Their answer furnishes enrolled clients with nameless access to cloud administrations. Their answer offers nameless verification. This implies that clients' close to home qualities (age, legitimate enrollment, effective installment) can be demonstrated without uncovering clients' personality. The main disadvantage of this paper is that no proper method is provided to secure cloud with named clients [16].

2.13 Factors Affecting The Adoption Of Cloudcomputing: An Exploratory Study

Morgan, Lorraine Conboy, Kieran study help the current cloud innovations writing that does not address the unpredictable and multifaceted nature of reception. The discoveries are examined utilizing the reception of development writing as an issue to uncover how mechanical, authoritative and natural components effect cloud appropriation. Their
decisions uncover that components affecting cloud selection have a tendency to be mental and in addition specialized, and a few proposals are advanced for future examination. This paper gives basic comparison on cloud selections and some proposals for future occurring issues [17].

2.14 Advanced Research In Computer Science
Sarita Motghare, P.S.mohod address the development of a proficient plan and element review administration for dispersed distributed storage too checking the uprightness insurance of a depended and outsourced stockpiling which help the versatility of administration and information relocation. This paper doesn’t provide any solutions to the said problems [18].

2.15 The Other Risks Of Cloud Computing
Bryan Ford talked about on alternate issues of distributed computing like iceburgs in cloud. Distributed computing is engaging from administration and productivity viewpoints, however brings dangers both known and obscure. Well-known and hotly-discussed data security dangers, because of programming vulnerabilities, insider assaults, and side-channels for instance, may be just the "tip of the ice sheet." As various, freely created cloud administrations impart perpetually smoothly and forcefully multiplexed equipment asset pools, eccentric connections between burden adjusting and other sensitive instruments could prompt element insecurities or "meltdowns". This paper investigates these generally un-perceived dangers, presenting the defense that we ought to study them before our financial fabric gets to be inseparably reliant on an advantageous however conceivably insecure processing model [19].

2.16 Key-Aggregate Cryptosystem For Scalable Data Sharing In Cloud
Cheng-Kang Chu, Sherman S. M. Chow, Wen-Guey Tzeng, Jianying Zhou, and Robert H. Deng describe new public-key cryptosystems which produce constant-size cipher texts such that efficient delegation of decryption rights for any set of cipher texts are possible. The novelty is that one can aggregate any set of secret keys and make them as compact as a single key, but encompassing the power of all the keys being aggregated. In other words, the secret key holder can release a constant-size aggregate key for flexible choices of cipher text set in cloud storage, but the other encrypted files outside the set remain confidential. This paper doesn’t provide any information on any encryption algorithms or n which the above proposed system will work. Also the main disadvantage of this paper is the vulnerability key aggregation logic which, if hacked can show a dropout on complete system [20].

2.17 Privacy and Security in Cloud Computing
Allan A. Friedman and Darrell M. West investigates how to contemplate security and security on the cloud. It is not expected to be a list of cloud dangers (see ENISA (2009) for a sample of thorough investigation of the dangers of cloud appropriation to particular gatherings). They outline the set of attentiveness toward the cloud and highlight what is new and what is most certainly not. They examine a set of arrangement issues that speak to precise concerns meriting the consideration of approach producers. They contend that the frail connection in security by and large is the human element and encompassing organizations and motivators matter more than the stage itself. The main disadvantage is that the system is very complex and the examine cause can be solved in different ways [22].

2.18 Privacy Preserving Delegated Access Control in Public Clouds
Mohamed Nabeel, Elisa Bertino propose a methodology, in view of two layers of encryption, that addresses such necessity. Under our methodology, the information manager performs a coarse-grained encryption, though the cloud performs a fine-grained encryption on top of the holder scrambled information. A testing issue is the manner by which to disintegrate access control arrangements (ACPs) such that the two layer encryption can be performed. We demonstrate that this issue is NP-
finish and propose novel enhancement calculations. We use a productive gathering key administration plot that backings expressive ACPs. Their framework guarantees the privacy of the information and jelly the security of clients from the cloud while assigning the vast majority of the right to gain entrance control implementation to the cloud. The main disadvantage is multiple encryption overload in the system [23].

2.19 Privacy Supporting Cloud Computing
Myrto Arapinis, Sergiu Bursuc, and Mark Ryan concentrate on the specific distributed computing application of meeting administration. They distinguish the particular security and protection hazards that current frameworks like Easychair and EDAS stance, and location them with a convention hidden Confichair, a novel cloud-based meeting administration framework that offers solid security and security ensures. This paper doesn’t provide enough detail on the proposed system and at the same time the architecture is not generic, it is system specific for the above application [24].

2.20 Research Challenges For Cloud Computing
Darko Andročec give diagram of existing writing on Cloud Computing matters in profit making (estimating of Cloud administrations, expenses, advantages and danger of Clouds, ROI and expense/advantages models) and propose some new research challenges. Probably the most fascinating future themes are a complete expense advantage investigation system advancement, utilizing reproductions to distinguish unmistakable expense lessening, supportability of current costs of Cloud administrations and framework organization cost in a Cloud environment. This paper addresses cloud issues based on cost and expenses while maintaining cloud model [25].

III. CONCLUSION
In the above studied papers various issues related to cloud are discussed that mainly includes data security in cloud database systems. Different methods are also provided for securing cloud databases but each one consist of its own advantages and disadvantages that are discussed above. None of the above papers provide a way to secure cloud and at the same time in cloud environment.
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